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More on

www.impresso-project.ch
1. **Source Selection**
   - different archives
   - different languages

2. **Data Processing**
   - extract text, parse and annotate articles

   2.1 **Preprocessing**
   - text formatting
   - OCR correction
   - metadata management

   2.2 **Text Mining**
   - named entities
   - lexical analysis
   - word alignment
   - text similarity
   - topic modeling

   2.3 **Annotation**
   - Data curation

3. **Web Services**

4. **Co-designed Web Interfaces**
   - digital source criticism
   - exploratory visualisations
   - advanced search features
Generosity

Provide additional entry points based on search results through linked meta-data.

Transparency

Transparency

Give insights on result listing / demystify search algorithm (dark box).

Transparency

Give insights on OCR/OLR quality, human correction.
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